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Over the past several decades, we have seen an historic rise in the use of incarceration as a response to

crime and a skyrocketing price tag to match. Fueled by true, bipartisan spirit, Pennsylvania's criminal

justice policy changes have led to reduced ¡nmate growth rates over the last few years, but we still have

significant work to do. ln foct, one out of every 70 crimes in our state is committed by o person who

spent time in o PA Department of Corrections (PA DOC) prison. As two agencies whose joint mission is to

improve public safety in Pennsylvania by having individuals leave prisons less likely to commit a crime

and more ready to become full citizens and taxpayers - from the beginning of their incarceration

through their discharge from parole supervision - the PA DOC and the Pennsylvania Board of Probation

and parole (pBpp) hove o responsibility to make a bigger impact. This statistic illustrates a clear truth -

that the way we have been doing things is not maximizing our opportunities, causing our progress to

move at a snail's pace. Clearly this initiative of change, of redefining and refocusing state government is

in line with many of the members of the Majority leadership as seen in the quotes below'

Rep. Turzai- 1/3/'17

,.We have great opportunities in front of us, and we have the responsibility to govern," Tuzai said. "Working together, the members

of this House will look at how government is structured from top to bottom and streamline operations to save taxpayer dollars."

Rep. Reed- 1/3/17

,,While difficulties exist, we have a tremendous opportunity to move Pennsylvania foruard together. Just reshuffling the deck to hold

on to the status quo of the past won't bring us a 2'1st century Pennsylvania. Now is the time to re-imagine and redesign government,

our state and our future," he said.

Rep. Reed- 4/4/17

,,This budget provides a new opportunity io step away from the past and reverse the growing of government to reinvent state

government in the most efficient and effective ways - without raising taxes," Reed said. "We are beginning the process of a

government reinvention - to bring sanity, predictabil¡ty and affordability to our budget process and government."

Rep. Saylor- 1/3/'t7

,,This past election showed us the people of Pennsylvania are tired of the status quo. They are looking to us as leaders to be

innovative with the way state government runs," added Rep. Saylor. "l am committed to examining each and every part of state

government to get a better understanding of what we can change to provide a more efficient and affordable product to the taxpayers

of Pennsylvania.

Just consider the statistics of "business as usual":

Statistics

. Approximately 7 in every 33 crimes comm¡tted Ín PA is by øn active stote parolee.

. Approxímøtety 7 in 70 arrests thot potÍce moke in Pennsylvania are ol an ex-DOC offender'



. The 3-yeør overøll recìdivism røte for pørolees is 60.3% compøred with 60.9% for øll ÍndivÍduols

released from DOC, including pørolees.

. The 3-year redrrest rdte lor porolees Ís 44.3%, compdred with 48.7% for øll índividuøls releøsed from

DOC, including parolees.

. The 3-yeor reincørcerøtîon rdte for pdrolees is 47.5%, compared wìth 43.7% for all individuøls

released from DOC, including pdrolees.

. The onnual crime rate (vìolent, property, ond drug crimes) lor active pdrolees is 70'777 per 700,000

pdrolees, compdred with the ønnuøl crime rate of 7,778 per 700,00O PA residents for the generol

population. This meøns that the pørolee crime røte Ís neorly 70 times the crime rate for PA's entìre

populøtion,

lf our goal is to transition those in our custody into successful citizens, then we must reform the path to

their dest¡nation. Because, right now, our inefficiencies as two separate agencies working with the

same individuals are creating roadblocks to success while inflating our spending along the way. By

unifying our corrections system in a merging of parole supervision with the PA DOC - creating a new

agency called the Pennsylvania Department of Criminal Justice - can we significantly improve

Pennsylvania's outcomes and increase public safety.
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It's important to stress what SB 522 & SB 523 do NOT do: The bills do not place the Board

under control of the Department of Criminal Justice. lt is essential that the Board remain

completely independent, along with two other essential agencies - the Office of Victim

Advocate (OVA) and the Sexual Offenders Assessment Board (SOAB). All decision-making

authority will be retained by the independent Parole Board. The Board will continue to conduct

interviews and make all release decisions. Additionally, the Board will continue to make all

revocation decisions, as well as recommitments.

RATIT¡NALE

ln the context of current crime statistics and with high expectations at the fore, our merging agencies

have the opportunity to drastically improve outcomes. Historically, our duplicative and overlapping use

of resources to impact the same individuals has clearly resulted in both increased spending with



diminished returns. Areas causing redundancy and other issues include:

o Dupl¡cate adm¡n¡strative tasks.

o Outdated technological processes, equipment, and decision-making tools.

o Conflicting schedules.

o Parole delays due to communication issues between departments.

o lnconsistent placement, diagnosis, classification, and treatment'

o Two sets of orientations and two sets of expectations.

o Too much time spent on caseload/assessment.

Delivering services w¡th¡n the prison and provide parolee supervision in an integrated way enables us

to uttimately reduce crime together, by:

o Streamlining communication.

o Reducing caseloads for those supervising higher-risk offenders.

o lncreasing field staff'

o Streamlining continuity of care and services.

o Employing new, research-driven strategies.

o Maximizing the efficient use of resources and funds by eliminating process redundancies and

ineffective Practices'

o Standardizing screening and assessment/providing better, more consistent identification of

individual's needs'

o Prioritizing more relevant extensive stafftraining.

Under the current landscape, overlapping processes and duplicative spending have become the

unnecessarily long route around rehabilitating individuals and ensuring community safety' while the

DOC and pBpp as separate agencies have the same mission, their ability to reach this goal directly is

hindered by inefficiencies. This route, however, does not have to be permanent. By carving out a new

roadmap on which our paths converge ratherthan run in parallel, we create both a broaderfield of

vision and a sharper, more strategic focus. ln this way, we maximize our use of resources while ensuring

the most direct and effective approach to rehabilitation and accountability for those under our care'

And by concentrating funding on areas that need it most, we generate the most power to accelerate our

impact on pennsylvania's current crime statistics. ln the context of this unobstructed roadmap, key

strategies include:
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. By merging two agencies into one, inefficiencies and overlap that become barriers to successful

reintegration can be eliminated. Doing so will reduce parolee crime, a strategy that allows

tremendous savings in taxpayer dollars to be realized.

¡ When we think of funding, our prime focus must always be the care and control of the 49,000 inmates

in our state prisons, as well as the continued monitoring of approximately 16,800 individuals

released on parole every year. Consequently, the bulk of our budget rightfully needs to be directed

into our facilities and our staff. By focusing funding on the most essential positions and improved

practices, we can, as a single agency, red¡¡ce ecsts by $fO"e m¡t¡¡cn dollars in the first fulÊ year of
the merger.

o Across the country, 40 states have already found success in this combined model. ln fact, oun state is

one of enly a small hasrdful in the nation in which corrections is not combined in some way with its

paroleagency. Andthemajorityofthesestateshavefoundtremendoussuccessinacombinedmodel.

PAhasthellthlowestcrimerateintheUnitedStates. Ofthetenstatesthathavealowercrimerate
than PA eight of them have a merged system.

For example , in 2OtI, New York merged its Department of Corrections and Division of Parole,

anticipating a cost savings of 56.5 million in the first year. Within n'lonths of the merger, those

savings more than doubled tr $3"7 ¡æiltion with the implementation of this more efficient
system. The latest New York index crime rate per capita (in 2015) is 1,984 per 100,000 residents, which

is lower than Pennsylvania's index crime rate in 2OL5 of 2,t28 per 100,000 residents.

a

Anticipated Systemic I mprovements

State lntermediate Punishment (SlP): As a unified system, the SIP diversionary sentencing program

would be more efficiently implemented. State parole supervision staff would work in unison with SIP

program staffto provide a more efficient, streamlined, community-based supervision protocol. PBPP

field agents are accustomed to the SIP program and familiar with the community resources. SIP and

PBPP could combine their GPS programs to utilize for both SIP and parolees. The communications/

monitoring centers can combine to provide more adequate staffing and a unified service throughout the

commonwealth. The overall 3-year recidivism rate is approximately 10% lower for SIP Program

participants, and the program has saved the Commonwealth over S80 million.

Community Corrections Centers: Provide consistent and coordinated supervision and direction for

reentrants through a combined Bureau of Community Corrections (BCC) and PBPP. Under the current



system, organizational and jurisdictional boundaries BCC/PBPP prevent an aligned approach to the

management of reentrants. This inconsistency leads to reentrant frustration and reduced accountability

for all involved. One agency, one set of rules, and one training program leads to a singular focus on more

effective reentry system.

Communicat¡on Center: lmprove public safety through a combined BCC's communication center and

PBPP's 2417 unit. When a parolee absconds from a community correction center the BCC

communication center must notify PBPP 24/7 unit for a warrant to be issued. By combining these two

units, warrant processing would be expedited, reducing the delays. The combining of these two units

would also fill a current need by PBPP to expand its current 24/7 unitto fulfill its new role of statewide

GPS monitoring.

Assessment: Standardize and implement a new evidence-based assessment protocol across the SCI-

reentry-community continuum for greater consistency of individualized risk and needs

assessment. Staffwillbeabletoadministertheassessmentandthecaseplanmaybere-reviewed

annuallytodeterminetherisksandneedsoftheindividualaswellasnoteanyimprovements. The

updated assessment process will begin at intake and follow the individual throughout their incarceration

and into their supervision. Utilizing an assessment tool in this manner will improve outcomes as it will

provide a more cohesive continuity of care.

Treatment: The standardized assessment process detailed above will result in an improved reentry

service coordination and continuity of care and supervision from the time of incarceration to the time a

reentrant has successfully served his/her sentence. Utilizing one assessment protocol will reduce

duplication of assessments which result in different outcomes (i.e. risk/needs). This will ensure that

appropriate treatment is suggested and provided. Provide consistent treatment throughout and

individual's incarceration and supervision of the offender is essential to their success. Treatment will

begin during incarceration, treatment plans will be developed prior to release to ensure continuity of

services, and parole supervision staff will follow-up to encourage continued treatment in the

community. A unified process will provide better communication and allow for the opportunity to

ensure accounta bility.

Alcohol & Other Drug Treatment: lmprove the continuum of care for individuals receiving AOD

treatment within the institutions. Upon release from incarceration risk factors will increase

significantly. Coordinated treatment will provide for the continuity of AOD counseling, support groups,

medicated assisted treatment (MAT), etc.

Mental Health Treatment: Provide a continuity of care for those receiving mental health

treatment. Collaboratively, institutional staffwill be able to better coordinate with field staffa reentry

plan which includes mental health counseling, intake mental health appointment, prescription



information, peer support, and medical insurance. The most important aspect of mental health

treatment for the severely mentally ill is medication compliance. A unified system will ensure continuity

of care for these cases.

Medical Treatment: Advance reentry planning and continued treatment for individuals with medical

disabilities that require continued long term medical care. Working in a unified manner will increase

quality of life by ensuring appropriate medical treatment is part of the reentry plan.

Case Management. Eliminate redundancies in workload and make superior use of our combined

resou rces.

Transportation: Create an lnterstate prisoner transport solution for extradition and lnterstate Parole

returns respectively. A contract with U.S, Corrections is maintained by both agencies to accommodate

these return transfers across state lines as needed. Combining this service into a single contract and

centralizing the facilitation of these services would create greater efficiencies, reduced administrative

costs, and increased public safety by allowing agents to focus on their fieldwork.

ln addition the DOC's Office of Population Management coordinates the transfers of approximately

35,000 inmates annually. The PBPP routinely conducts parolee pickups from State Correctional

lnstitutions. By implementing the same "seat utilization" and "route optimization" strategies that have

been successful in the DOC, and centralizing the transportation management of the PBPP parolee

transfers we would create greater efficiencies including reduced administrative and transport costs.

Reentry & Collaboration: Enhance the focus of reentry and collaboration by reallocating the

corrections counselor staff under the Office of Reentry to provide another layer of consistent reentry

planning and case management services for individuals transitioning from incarceration, pre-parole

planning, supervision, and successful reintegration. This will ensure that "reentry starts from the

moment of inception into the institution."

Quality Assurance (Qfl): With the use of the Office of Standards and Accreditation, under a unified

system, oversight will be provided that will allow for auditing and quality assurance. The ability to audit

will allow institutional programming, community corrections centers and the programming they provide,

and field parole supervision services to be in alignment with the best practices in community

supervision. This will provide a more cohesive system.
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We anticipate approximately 9.8 million in savings simply by streamlining our administrative offices,

eliminating duplicative services, reducing time wasted on overlap, and modernizing our use of

technology. Within three years savings will be upwards of 45 million. To be clear, this does not include

eliminating officer positions within the facilities or at the parole field agent level. Rather, by redirecting



our focus and funding toward services and security, we can improve the overall success of reentrants, an

outcome that further strengthens our mission of community safety. The savings is broken down into

three categories under Compliment. Both DOC and PBPP central office positions will be eliminated

through attrit¡on due to combining functions and eliminating redundancies with administrative and

program support positions.

The Reentry savings is cost avoidance with respect to positions within DOC and PBPP being repurposed

into field agent or community correction center positions. This will allow for smarter, more strategic

staff assignments (not just by the number), enabling staff to exercise their strengths in a way that makes

the most significant impact. These positions will be drawn from current positions within PBPP that are

currently working within the SCls. Redundancies between DOC counselors and PBPP institutional agents

will be eliminated and create a seamless workflow for processing parole eligibility.

The current plan is to phase in the change in responsibilities over a three year period and add

approximately 50 additional field supervision agents each year. We conservatively project that we will

be able to reduce recidivism by five percentage points over the next three years. This translates into a

reduction in the inmate population of approximately 644 inmates, and an associated cost savings of

approximately Srs million.

Merger Savings Summary

Complement Savings

CentralOffice Doc

CentralOffice PBPP

Reentry

Complement Total

Recidivism Reduction

2017-18 201 8-1 I 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22

3,297,000

1,380,000

5,132,000

9,809,000

800,000

3,363,000

1,408,000

10,264,000

15,035,000

3,300,000

3,430,000

1,436,000

15,396,000

20,262,000

10,900,000

3,499,000

1,465,000

15,704,000

20,668,000

11,100,000

3,569,000

1,494,000

16,018,000

21,081,000

11,300,000

Merser SavÍngs Total 10.609,000 18.335.004 31,162.000 31,768,000 32.3ffi.A00

Calculated Gumulative FTE Reductions
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Reentry **
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* lncludes filled and vacant - December 2, 2016.

". Transferred to field suneruision staff.



[N THE HIRIZIN

Today, we have the opportunity to design a new system for Pennsylvania. Every single dollar that we

spend which could be avoided is not in line with fiscal intelligence. To that end, we have proposed

combining the supervision aspects of the Pennsylvania Board of Probation and Parole with the

Department of Corrections. This path is the construct in 40 states and will save Pennsylvania tax payers

nearly StO m¡ll¡on a year by a conservative estimate. ln concert, this unification addresses redundancy

by improving communications between departments that dealwith the same individuals and ultimately

will lead to better outcomes; specifically, less crime by people returning to their communities of which

we have between 18,000 and 20,000 a year. The approach we've taken is quite simple; any dollar we

can save without jeopardizing public safety is incumbent upon us to champion given our responsibility to

the taxpayers and citizens of Pennsylvania. This initiative does just that.

Critics of this common sense measure argue that we would risk public safety to save dollars by not

properly supervising parolees. lf that was the case, short-term savings would be trumped by a long

term spend through increased crime. A simple cost benefit analysis along with data obliterates that

opinion bringing to bear their voice as playing on unfounded fears.

I would ask you to support this common sense, good government, significant system improvement that

will lead to improve public safety and reduce spending of valuable and limited taxpayer dollars.

It is far time for Pennsylvanians to expect and require their government officials to make decisions based

on data with the best interest of taxpayers in mind.




